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The BlackBerry Curve 8520 is a great device for those who love to own smart gadgets. It is very
popular among the Net freaks and the messaging people. BlackBerry lovers are going to have a
great treat with the Curve 8520. The mobile has a good form factor and the QWERTY keypad is just
like the BlackBerryâ€™s own favorite form. The keys are well spaced and great design. It can be a good
buy as it is a modern up to date Smartphone that is very handy. The special features are the
document viewer like the word, excel and the PowerPoint. The performance is great for a mobile of
this segment and has plenty of other integrated features.

The BlackBerry Curve comes with a display screen of 2.46 inches of TFT and displays 65 k colors.
The display resolution is 320 x 240 pixels. The color available is black and looks sophisticated and
elegant. Below the screen is the QWERTY keypad which is excellent for messaging. The camera is
situated at the top. The screen produces sharp and crisp images. It also has an optical track pad
that is good for navigation. The built is tough and can last a rough use. It is made of sturdy material
and is easy to hold and gives a nice grip. It is quite a slim and compact mobile that comes with
dimensions of 60 x 13.9 x 109 mm and the weight is 105 grams. This light weight phone can also be
kept easily in the pocket.

The other features are the camera which is 2 mega pixels and has a resolution of 1600 x 1200
pixels. The images produced are great and provide sharper and clear images every time you click
on the camera button. The media player is quite efficient and comes with a multi format audio player
and a video player and supports MPEG format. The internet feature is responsive to just touch and
has highly advanced features. The screen is equipped with great interface and has modern icons. It
supports messaging options like the MMS, SMS, multiple email accounts and the BlackBerry PIN
messaging. Social networking sites like the AIM, GTalk, ICQ, Windows Live and the Yahoo
Messenger can help you update your status. Fast and speedy internet service is the highlight of the
mobile.

The other features are the voice dial and the inbuilt Dictaphone. The BlackBerry Curve 8520 price is
Rs. 9,091 approximately.
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